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foreword 

Freestyle skiing and snowboarding are increasingly popular in the Wintersportgebie th around 
the globe. Meanwhile performance sports structures have been established in these sports, 
which have led to that freestyle skiing and snowboarding have also become a material part of 
the Olympic Winter Games. 

For successful performance sport sporting commitment functional, tailored sports facilities are the 
basis. Here, the mere presence of animated attractive sports venues already for sporting activities, the 
basic requirement of a later performance sports culture. If these sports facilities is unlikely to be a 
successful exercise of professional sports in international comparison. This hypothesis is confirmed by 
the performance of German athletes in the new Olympic winter sports such. B. halfpipe riding, 
slopestyle and cross ski and snowboard. At the Olympic Winter Games in Sochi in 2014 20 
tournaments were held (of 98 total) in the sports of freestyle skiing and snowboarding. German athletes 
won no medals. The poor performance is also due to 
that the infrastructure in Germany compared to the globally successful nations like USA, 
France, Canada and Scandinavia is insufficient. 

In the future, these new sports will take up even more space at Winter Olympics. In Germany, 
however, there are hardly any plants which are suitable for training and competition in 
freestyle skiing and snowboarding. Sports facilities that can be used by the Leistungska-
countries, the youth teams and sports schools, but also for education and training purposes of 
trainers, coaches and teachers who are hardly front-present. 

The Federal Institute for Sport Science aims to make egg-NEN contribution to stimulate the 
construction of sports facilities for the new winter sports disciplines of the present guidance. 
The brochure is intended to help the persons entrusted with the planning of so-called "snow 
parks" Per-persons to safety in the design and later during operation of this sophisticated 
sports equipment. 

Michael palm 
BISp, art sports venues 
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1 sports events today 
Snow parks are among the more recent phenomena of winter sports. They originated in the 80s and 
90s, as snowboarding became more popular. The surfing modeled as a sport, founded in the late 1970s 
snowboarding today freestyle winter sports. The Ge-tory of snowparks is partially of snowboarding. Of 
the first amateurish attempts with even shoveled jumps on small slopes developed, similar to the Snow-
board industry to build a professional employment snowpark to meet the growing demand. Starting in 
1990, a professional facility in Colorado, USA, built. The plant was "Winter Station Vail" named and was 
among the pioneers who could boast a park-like facilities. But long success was not long in coming - the 
concept of 
Snow parks spread quickly around the world and continuously developing. 
Nowadays the freestyle snowboarding and freestyle skiing is becoming increasingly important 
in the field of winter sports. Action & Fun deals are increasingly the answer to the Be-needs 
adventure-seeking audiences of all levels. Whereas in the past only interesting for freestylers 
such deals attract Fun & Action infrastructures nowadays to various Gästegrup-pen. 
Reference should be made also of the trend towards differentiation of the arrive. From ur nal 
snow parks for the masses increasingly infrastructures arise such In-game the Kids Land 
(children's snow park), which are specifically tailored to the needs of each target group. 
the popularity of freestyle winter sports is underlined by the participation in the Olym-piss 
Games, World Championships and various major City events. The construction and operation 
of snowparks will thus vorweislich a an essential role for the development of this sport species. 
in parks with artificial elements, jumps, half-pipes or cross-sections increase Structural 
deficiencies of infrastructure and the risk of accidents are unfortunately still partly aufzufnden 
in German-rule systems. Consequently, should these guidelines provide an initial orientation 
for the creation and operation of a snow parks. 

2 Why are special infrastructure needed for snow 
sports? 

The molded from snow hills serve as a perfected imitation of natural terrain and allow the 
athletes through long, peaceful flight curves to complete tricks in the air. A clear advantage 
which resulted from the operation of snow parks, was the improved control of the scene and 
the reduced number of costly rescues off the slopes. 
Meanwhile has been recognized that in addition give numerous tourist, economic and sporting 
benefits in the construction of a snow park. 

snowparks 
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2.1 Tourist Benefits 
The operator of a snow sports facility must meet the different needs of guests taken into account-. A 
diverse and sophisticated tourist offer makes it possible to be always awake-send demand for action and 
fun Offered justice. It should be noted that skiing and snowboarding will remain the core business of 
Wintersportin-industry in the coming years. The target group of a snowpark falls generally smaller than 
those on the classic ski, but note that the mostly young visitors represent the sequence Gene-ration of 
snow sports. It can be said that winter sports resorts with which positive Ju-quietly memories are linked, 
often in adulthood of winter sport and 
-sportlerinnen are preferred and the snowpark and its cognate infrastructures so-with be seen as a 
sustainable investment. Of course, snow parks infuence not only the next generation of winter 
sports, but also their parents. Especially when skiing holiday with the family, can in-infrastructures 
as a snowpark a decisive criterion for the choice of the resort to be as always great value is placed 
on the maintenance of the young. 

2.2 Economic benefits 
When snow sports, it is no longer the sole intention to prepare ski slopes, but to make them 
more attractive and exciting. The variety is constantly increasing and opens up new 
possibilities that would have been bre-ago inconceivable. Thus normal slopes often no longer 
enough: groomed slopes, carving pistes, Fun Slopes and snow parks now belong to the usual 
offer of a ski resort. These are generally made for all age groups and for each driving level to-
accessible. Well-planned, maintained and above all safe snowpark bring success with it, 
increase the communicative value, appeal to new target groups and finally consolidate the 
existing customers. 

2.3 Player's advantages 
The growth of winter sports has led inter alia to the development of three new divisions: 
Slopestyle, Halfpipe, Big Air and Cross include nowadays professionally managed freestyle 
betting martial disciplines in ski and snowboard area. Also with regard to training and further 
education of coaches and trainers, coaches and ski instructors and -lehrerinnen are 
snowparks indispensable. 
A Snow Park provides also for children the chance to take up appropriate challenges with 
which they can grow. The more there are opportunities for first experiences in a snow park, the 
better the conditions for their own sporting development. Hin-barriers in an area can be seen 
as an aid to learn different movement patterns. Snow parks should therefore be recognized as 
a training camp in the snow that promote the sport and help to grow. 

"Children and young people learn in snowparks intensive promotion under the guidance 
of qualifed trainers and coaches. So they will enjoy playing their own respon - sibility and 
approaching independence during exercise of snow sports ". 
(Friedrich May, certified sports and snowboard) 

snowparks 
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3 Goals and Target Audience 
This guide will explain in the first place, the different process steps in the manufacture of a 
snowpark. Special emphasis will be placed on the safety-out minimum requirements, so that a 
maximum safety when building a plant ensures the who-can. Obvious steps such as planning and 
construction are explained in detail, but also the maintenance is emphasized and treated as a non-
negligible part of the process. 
Furthermore, this guide provides detailed Defnitionen and declarations of entry-Elemen-th 
(Kicker or other artificial objects) in order to provide increased driving safety. Detailed 
instructions for building each profiled snowpark element beyond the scope of the Guide. For 
further information reference is made to companies that specialize in the designing of 
snowpark facilities. 
Basically, this guide can be of help to a diverse audience. Angespro-chen are not only tourist 
regions, authorities or rail operators, but also private snowpark designer, modeller or anyone else, 
are interested in the topic. Thus, this guide provides a concrete assistance for the realization of 
smaller snowpark projects. 

"This guide is intended in particular to operators of family-friendly resorts provide assistance 
Stel-lung and contribute in the construction of infrastructures to more safety and 
quality" (Michael Palm, head of sports grounds at the Federal Institute of Sport Science) 

4 In terms of security 
Proper planning and design is essential for the construction of a snow park. Bergbah-nen endeavor in 
their fi nancial, technical and human framework very efforts to enable their guests for a safe ride. For 
laymen, it is usually difficult to differentiate relatively safe jumps from dangerous because no 
standardized building codes exist. 

For this reason, special emphasis must be placed on the notice of potential hazards in the 
planning and implementation of a system. Through concrete tips and recommendations for a 
suitable partner for th construction the risk of accidents can be reduced significantly. 
A snowpark represents a Sonderfäche in the ski resort, which can be scheduled only with 
appropriate expertise, built, operated and marketed. The inclusion of external experts is useful 
and recommended; the training of their own staff in the following indispensable. External 
service providers should be examined thoroughly on their expertise and references and are 
not selected from-finally z. B. due to cheaper prices. 

snowparks 
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II. Basics 
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1. Legal basis 
The basis for the rights and Pfichten around the snow sports are aimed in Germany according to 
current norms of civil, criminal and public law as well as the FIS rules (10 FIS rules for skiers and 
snowboarders). 

2 Technical basics 
Neither the EU nor in Germany, there are at the present time technical standards, which provide 
unique security requirements for snow parks. The creation and implementation of such standards, 
however desirable certain ideas and guidelines regarding preparation and loading operation have 
evolved over the years, but specific instructions hardly exist. The vorlie-lowing guidance makes 
recommendations in this regard, helping to defne standards. However you come to no normative 
character. 

3 Statistical Basics 
In 2014, about 42,000 people in the German population injured while skiing, Snow-board drive. Of this 
patient treatment was at 7,050 people needed (statista - The statistics portal). Studies from France, 
Canada and America lead to the conclusion that the risk of serious injury in snow parks is higher than 
on the slopes (Brooks, Evans & Rivara, 2010;. Laporte et al, 2011; Goulet et al, 2007;. AUDEMA , 
Laport & Constans, 2007). Investigations of accidents from different countries also show on that head 
and back or Halswir-belsäulenverletzungen in accidents in snow parks häufger occur as in case of 
accidents on the fold snow pad (10 FIS rules for skiers and snowboarders; statista - Statistic Porsche 
tal; Brooks, Evans & Rivara, 2010; Laporte et al, 2011;.. Goulet et al, 2007) .The German Journal of 
Sports medicine pointed out that the risk of head injury while riding in a snow park to the 1,69- fold 
higher than when driving on the runway (Ruedl et al., 2010). 
In leaps and ditches is according to an American study with 2.56 injuries per 1,000 trips a higher 
risk of injury than when riding on Rails (0.43 injuries per 1,000 trips) and quarter pipes (0.24 
injuries) (Russell et al., 2013). 

snowparks 
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III. explanation of Terms 
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Today's world of modern snowboard and freeski sport has many terms that häufg not understand 
the layman immediately. The English names often lead back to the America-African origin of the 
sport and are now also used in Europe. The relevance to the present manual terms defned 
hereinafter. 

1 The Snowpark concept - Smart Style 
After the North American model and a uniform safety concept for snow parks in Europe is aimed at. 
Instructions for safe behavior fnd Snowpark users and users on the Smart Style snowpark panels which 
reproduce in a few words, and with the help of pictures, the basic rules of conduct. Nevertheless 
Eigenverantwor Maintenance of and female visitors should be on the slopes in the foreground. The color 
"orange" is the immediate recognition and to make a clear distinction to the slopes. 

A comprehensive classification of the snowpark should the orientation of the user groups sor 
gene. Items are usually marked according to their size and the level of difficulty. Entry 
elements - also called "Small" - must be accessible to persons without Parkerfah-tion. The 
further steps "Medium" and "Large" are more likely to depend on the subjective standards of 
park designer due to a lack of objective criteria and put an already established experience 
ahead. 

The snowpark concept Smart Style includes: 
› The orange color as a mark of snowpark systems (RAL color 2003) 
› A uniform and offical signage 
› Clear evidence of the personal responsibility of the user groups 
› A restriction on the four main parking rules 
› A classification of the degree of difficulty for beginners Small. 

The four main parking rules are briefly discussed below: 
1.Only look, then jump 

The user or users to advance to visit all the obstacles and each safe stel-len, that the landing 
is free. In addition, they should leave the landing zone after landing as quickly as possible. 
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2.Plan your run 
The user or users should consider what elements they möch th such use. The speed, the 
approach and the take-off a direct infuence on the trick and the landing. 

 

3.Take it slow 
The user or users, especially inexperienced ones, should start with the small elements and develop 
the skills necessary for larger elements (medium to large). 

 

4.Respect deserves respect 
The snowboard and freeski athletes are to each other and the natural res-pektieren. That is 
primarily and others not to endanger themselves, no waste to hinterlas-sen and to abide by 
the parking regulations. 
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What is Small? 

Small elements are driven by those who want to collect what (first) snowpark experiences. 

› Small-jump elements have a minimum fall height of max. 0.5 m and are 
therefore perfectly suited for beginners and navigable 

› Small items can also be artificial obstacles (boxes, rails, etc.) which do not 
have the space (gap) between Directions and obstacle and the snow-fnish 
with max. surpass 0.3 m 

› Individual Small elements or an entire arrangement of obstacles (Line) in the 
who-with the panel "small" 

› Small elements must also be physically separate from the larger elements. 
Typically, the terms Small, Medium and Large for the sequential arrangement of the various 
obstacles and jumps, the so-called Line. This allows the use of Ele-ments of a uniform level of 
difficulty and ordered succession. If a park-ever has only elements of difficulty are available, 
you can assign the whole park one of these terms. 
 

To avoid misinterpretations, should continue to fnd only there use the spread on the slopes blue, 
red and black. Someone who can handle a black slope is not automatically capable of "black" 
jumps to ride in a snowpark. 

"Many operators share their snowparks already in different degrees of difficulty" 
Lines "on. The designations Small, Medium and Large help visitors to orient 
themselves and to locate their own skills for royalty Lines. This standardization 
can be for each Snowparkbau recommend! " 
(Lisa Zimmermann, German freestyle skier, reigning World Champion in slopestyle) 

Size information regarding jump distances or falling heights are difficult to defne in medium- 
and large areas. The aim is to be noted that up, there are no limits. In speci-ellen exceptional 
cases, for example in training facilities for professional athletes or athlete-nen, is spoken by X-
Large Sprüngen- or Lines. 
This guide focuses primarily on entry-parks or small parks. 

"Obstacles that are navigable for everyone - whether beginner or fProsportler - and 
a drop height of 0.5 m have a maximum can be designated as Small "(Dirk 
Scheu, managing director Schneestern) 

snowparks 
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Photo: Snow Star 

2 Snowpark 
The snowpark is generally regarded as an umbrella term for a freestyle terrain, which especially 
over jumps, jibs and halfpipes occasionally features. Jumps consist contrary to jibs entirely of snow. 
Jibs are made of artificial materials such as steel, plastic or wood. The snowpark is often referred to 
as the fun park or terrain park. A snowpark can be defned as from-closed ground within a ski area 
comprising all the current (and possibly future) forms of sport, similar to a skate park. For the scene 
just On-phere can provide on the mountain music and different entertainment offers, such as a bar 
or lounge chairs. 
At the entrance of the Snow Park area have boards with guidelines on the proper use of the 
equipment back and should thus contribute to the security of the snowpark. 

2.1 jumps 
Among the most popular diving boards in a snowpark include kickers (jumps or hills). The 
steep Get a molded from snow Kickers enables drivers and riders, in the flight phase tricks 
(grabs, spins, flips, etc.) run. 

Elements of Kickers: 
› Directions / inrun: Get or start to jump 
› Transition: concave curved part of the vehicle and Gleitfäche. 
› Bounce angle: Beeinfussung the trajectory 
› Trajectory: Description of the driver's trajectory in the air 
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› Table: multiple pieces between off and landing 
› Landing edge / Knuckle: transition from table to land slope 
› Land slopes: downhill slope on which the trajectory is placed optimally 

completed 
 

There are many different types of hops: 

Tabletop: Jump with tischartigem adapter (takeoff), in which the landing at the same height as 
the Seeschlösschen bounce - ideal for beginners or beginners. 
 

Step Down: Jump with steep bounce angle at which the jump is higher than the landing. 
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Step Up: Jump in which the jump is lower than the landing. 
 

Roller: The jump and the landing are matched in shape to the planned trajectory. 
 

drop: Jump with multiple bounce angle at which the jump is higher than the landing. 
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Gap: Jump, in which, instead of a table, a "Gap" (a recess) between bounce and Lan-tion 
exists. 
 

Hip / Corner: Jump, having a landing at a right angle to bounce. 
 

2.2 jibs 
As jib elements (also called jibs) are artificial barriers / obstacles referred and are nowadays 
an indispensable part of a snowpark. Jibs are made of steel, plastic or wood and built in 
different versions in the snowpark. It is then tried on the elements "slipping" exercise tricks - in 
the jargon as shred, actually slide jibbing, groping or referred bonken. integrate slopestyle 
competitions häufg jibs in their course, but there are also pure or Rail Jib Contest. 
The origin of Jibbens is skateboarding. This explains the frequent convergence of elements of 
urban realities such as handrails / railings, tables, stairs, steps, container or benches. In principle, 
any conceivable object a challenge for the snowpark 
its users. Thus the Park Design no creative limits. 
 

Box: Obstacle with broad Aufagefäche for longitudinal or transverse slides - ideal for beginners. 
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Rail: Metal railing (for pipes) with a round or multiple Aufagefäche to Sliden. Can be curved 
shapes in different-where. The small tube width allows sophisticated tricks and thus ge-hears a 
rail to the more difficult jibs. 
Apart from straight (eng. Straight), step-like and bent variants (eng. Kinked), boxes and rails can be 
constructed with curved geometry, (z. B .: C-, S-curved, banana or Rainbow). The particular form 
can be easily derived from the English name. 

 

Park Bench and Picnic Table (picnickers): Element that looks similar to a park bench or a picnic table. 
In most cases, this consists of a mixture of metal edges and Kunststoffoberfächen. Both elements 
enable a variety of slide-ways. 

 

Wall Ride: One made mostly of plastic wall, which is situated almost vertically and so-well 
may also along are transversely as to the road. 

 

Bonks / Lollipops: vertical cylinder, bin, logs or similar small down jump. These elements 
allow the "Bonken" or "tapping", which means a short touch or nudge the obstacles with the 
snowboard or skis. 
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picnickers tonne 
 

Downrail (Photo: Cyril Müller) 
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Wallride 
 

Industrial 
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3 halfpipe / quarterpipe 
Under a half pipe is meant a constructed from snow sports facility that a halved in shape in the 
longitudinal axis, is created upwardly opening tube (English derivation. Helped and pipe: half 
pipe). In competition, a "Run" is completed by various tricks are performed abwechslungswei-
se on both walls. Halfpipes there are skateboarding, but the molded snow equipment for 
Snowboards are longer and downhill. The kinetic energy is recovered in this case, not only by 
their own muscle power, but also by the inclined plane. 
In competitions of the International Ski Federation and the Olympic discipline "Snowboard 
Halfpipe" the extent of being constructed halfpipes are of a competition regulations pre-enter 
(www.fs-ski.com). 
You can choose between Small Pipes (up to 1.50 m high), medium Pipes (1.50 to 4 m high) and 
Large Pipes (Pipes competition: from 4 m high) can be distinguished. The height of the wall and the 
associated radius are decisive for this Defnitionen. In general when building a halfpipe that no may 
arise to close radius, since the compression is otherwise too high. 
 

4 congeners plants 
From the concept Snow Park, the first Fun & Action infrastructure in winter sports, have in-between 
developed out cognate concepts. Behind this development is the desire to more targeted and 
optimally respond to the views and needs of fun- & actionorien-oriented winter sports guests. The 
need to "Fun & Action" to experience in winter sports, has arrived in the broad mass visitors. This 
development requires accordingly abge-approved infrastructure for the different target groups. 
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4.1 Cross 
Similarly, a motocross course there are artificially built ex-ride stretch that offer diverse challenges 
such as jumps, banked turns, dips or paragraphs in the Fun & Action Winter Sports: the Cross. 
However, the basic principle is not like the Snowpark Krea Tivi-ity, but speed. The ski and 
snowboard cross has now blossomed into a offcial Olympic competitive discipline and represents 
one of the most spectacular formats in win-ters port. A competition-compatible Cross is without 
professional help difficult to implement and involved a great deal Cleaning product and expenses. 
It can be applied for Fortgeschritte plans but quite beginner-friendly Small routes and variants. In these 
cases, however, a track design has a much lower 
Competitive character and is oriented much more on entertainment. more "Fun & Action" will put it 
simply integrated into the track design to satisfy the entertainment needs of the growing-the 
audience. This can be upgraded to beginner routes (see Funslope) or involve cross routes that are 
oriented to the needs of sportsmen and women in the fields of Alpine, Freestyle and Freeride. 
For the track design means that the cross can both known cross-elements like jumps and 
banked corners, but also freestyle obstacles such as boxes and freeride oriented obstacles 
(Wel-lenbahnen or Drops) included. The aim behind this is to bring an action-packed routes 
experience, as Kon-contrast to the monotonous ski in the winter sports area. 
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4.2 Funslope / Family Run 
The so-called Funslope can be seen as a family-friendly modification of the Cross. This is also an 
artificially built downhill course, which was, however, significantly de-sharpens and not focus on speed 
but on fun, fun saying specifies. In a beginner's version here fnd also steep turns, moguls and small-re 
playful elements such as drive-over jumps, snow tunnel and fold boxes. 

4.3 Children's Snow Parks / Kids Land 
Here are the name clearly before Aufau and function of the system. In a separate area Kings-
nen children gain their first fun- & action-oriented experience. A multiple possible Harrier-de 
with the simplest playful obstacles leads wee slowly approach the subject free-style. Elements 
of the child Country include simple Rutschaufagen Overpassing in the snow, as well as 
multiple wave paths. 
 

(Photo: Roland Haschka) 
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. IV phase of the project - design 
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The foundation for the success of any modern snowpark is an intelligent design. You must - be well into 
the overall strategy of the ski area - as already mentioned beforehand. In this section, however, the 
practical conception of the snowpark is treated. This depends on the following factors: the space 
available, the target audience and budget. In the Kalkulati-on but must einfießen with, among other 
things also for calculations needed snow volume, Notes on personnel expenses, time management and 
the equipment needed. At the end of all considerations is always a detailed budget with the aim to 
guarantee at a kostengünsti gene maintenance optimal experience for park visitors or -besucherinnen. 
In the project phase should therefore all parties are involved, belonging to the impact area of a snow 
parks. These include: cable cars and ski operations, security professionals, machinery and equipment 
suppliers, service staff, ski schools, tourism organizations, winter sports industry, avalanches and 
landscapes, gastronomy, as well as potential sponsors. 

"Function and quality access at snowparks seamlessly into one another. Only 
when both factors are right, the device is perceived as valuable sports facility. 
"(Ralf Speck, CEO Alpine Spitz web Nesselwang) 

The following points should always be part of the concept: 
› Audience, guiding principle and current trends 
› Finance and economy 
› Variety of terrain and location 
› Difficulty and Control System 
› Safety and danger zones 
› Marketing and Communications 
› Project and interactive solutions 

1 target, guiding principle and current trends 
Before any concrete planning a snow parks, the operator must also worry, what audience it 
wants to talk. Starting this is the question of who visited the ski and which target audience you 
want to attract in addition. An overall assessment, which Po-tential offers which investment is 
essential here. These should be covered on the latest trends in winter sports. Thus showing an 
increasing differentiation of sporting facilities within the modern ski resorts. It is always special 
scheduled on each target group. So ha-ben example. Children very different needs when it 
comes to the issue Freestyle, than about Jugendli-che. 

Approximate breakdown of target groups within a ski area: 
› Children, youth, families 
› Ski and snowboard schools, schools 
› Beginners and beginners, intermediate, expert 
› Freerider 
› Freestyler 
› Associations, training groups, squads 
› Trippers, tourists, locals 
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From the analysis of the ski area, the target group should be defned. This turn-it is the basic idea or 
the future procedure. As mentioned above, go moder ne Ski usefully way of increasing 
differentiation of their sports facilities. This means that special infrastructure for the different 
demands of the guests have to be created. If these developments into account, it is clear, is built for 
whom the snowpark and whether any should be considered additional infrastructures such. As a 
children's snow park. 
A snowpark can but aimed at all age groups in any case. A fundamental principle of snowparks 
is to appeal to different skill levels. This is implemented by under-differently severe Lines 
(Small, Medium, Large) in the park. 
A park that appeals to all skill levels, but represents a major undertaking, which is very difficult to achieve 
alone with this guide. If you want to focus the owner of more than a beginner park, one should 
professional support for external 
Search Park designers. 

2 finance and economy 
After the first steps in the areas of target audience, guiding principle and current trends, it is 
important to deal with the financing and profitability of the project. 
First, you should, on the basis set by the size of the ski area and the available budget, the 
acceptable cost in a relationship. To build a successful, ie economic snowpark, a certain 
quality threshold must be exceeded. Economic efficiency and cost are here logically closely 
linked. The initial purchase and Aufau of hochwer-term obstacles is also just the beginning of a 
chain of follow-up costs, which are composed of Cleaning product, maintenance and repair. 
Apart from the costs of planning, designing and implementing even calculations for staff costs 
must, in particular with respect to the ideally daily maintenance and the Maschi-nenbedarf, be 
taken into account. Often the marketing of the snowpark is forgotten at the point of financing, 
which contributes significantly to frequenting the facility and thus to an increased host-
effectiveness. 
Finally, it is important to re-evaluate also the cost-benefit ratio for each season. It contains its own 
controlling the snowpark is necessary, which can be carried in its simplest form of a measurement 
of frequenting example, by a guest counter. 

3 site selection and location 
One of the most fundamental factors in the construction of a snow park is the appropriate site-
selectively. Natural as inclinations, cliff drops, steep slopes, hilltops, Banks etc. may be disregarded 
in any case. If a suitable site found, turns out to be Next Tier-tes whether earthworks should be part 
of the project or not. 
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Tectonic movements have long been made principally with halfpipes, meanwhile, they are also 
widely used in the modeling of jumps. The advantages of this method can not be dismissed out of 
hand. Earthwork ensure that much less snow (especially artificial snow) and therefore less energy 
to build the snow parks are required. This not only costs can be reduced, but also noticeably 
increase operating time. On the other hand require earthworks usually a building permit, which in 
turn must be in the scheduling takes into-account. Therefore it should be taken in good time with 
the competent authorities or landowners Contact. Of course, it should be mentioned that 
earthworks represent ei nen clear intervention in nature. 

Important points are at the site selection: 

› Sufficient snow: The natural snow occurrence, Beschneiungsmög-options should 
be clarified in advance so that this can be considered in the calculation of the 
required amount of snow. If enough snow can not be guaranteed at the future site 
of the snow parks, one must not ignore the consideration, to refer the snow from 
other locations or artificially produce it in large quantities. 

› Terrain: It may be too steep in no case or drop side. For smaller plants (Small Park) 
blue slopes are ideal. As accurate guideline, we recommend for small plants a 
maximum longitudinal or transverse gradient of 25%. 

› Good development: What good is the best site when it is impossible to achieve. 
Ideally, the length of the lift to the length of the snowpark should correspond, as for 
visitors and visitors the highest possible frequenting the alpha and omega. Long 
supply and Wegfahrten between Park and ski lift deter experience shows. So Easy 
access is paramount. This also applies to vehicles that are needed for construction 
and maintenance. 

› Long opening period: It is observed that park visitors and -besucherinnen 
among the first and the last guests in winter sports areas. Therefore, wishing, 
value-ideally, open from December to April keep the plant as long as 
possible. 

› Social Meeting: Many successful snow parks have a key social 
Meeting, called Park base which usually Seeschlösschen at the end of the park. It is linchpin 
of the Community, which should form a snowpark. 

Ideally befnden here next seating piped music and Verpfe-supply options. Here 
variations of converted construction containers can extend to their own huts. 
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EINFUSSDEREXPOSITIONA UFDENSNOW PA RK 

More natural Einfussfaktoren are next to the slope of the land of wind and solar irradiation. They play an 
important role especially in the use of obstacles (infuence on jump / charge or Windeinfuss when 
jumping) and are also available for the right "flavor" responsible. 

4 difficulty and Control System 
A unified management system for snow parks is still, unfortunately, a nil return. a common color concept 
for snow parks being-sought - However, in Zent-raleuropa - according to the North American model. The 
Smart-style imprinted now also mainly the image of German snowparks. 
The chart below indicates the relationship between type of driver, its learning objectives and needs, and 
the safety-related conditions associated are to be taken. 

"The right speed is the issue of security is an important aspect. Beginners and 
inexperienced users have to be introduced to the seemingly often harmless items, so 
they do not overestimate their speed. Choosing the right stand-site can make a 
signified-border contribution to accident prevention in this case for example by 
limiting the natural starting. " 
(Daniel Schiessel, Team Manager of the German National Team Freeski) 

ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Long and stable durability of the equipment Shadow is not attractive for the user

Less rework time because of harder snow conditions Poor alignment for photographs and mutual

NORTH 
SIDE

gatherings due to inferior lighting conditions and

low temperatures

Optimal for halfpipes (even sunlight) and kickerlines Bounces will soften quickly as they overexposed

are exposed

In the early winter of very unfavorable conditions surface 
frequently in

Late winter soft and rutted journeys with consistently

hard landings

ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Softer landing, football remains harder Start distance varies with the changing snow-

SOUTH 
SIDE

conditions, what the assessment of the correct 
Anlaufgeschwindig-

complicates speed

Higher frequenting due to prolonged sunlight
Because of an increased melting process larger amounts of 
snow and

ACW

Ideal for events

Optimal for halfpipes (uniform irradiation)
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AUFTEILUNGN AC HLERNGRUPPENIMSNOW PA RK 

5 safety and danger zones 
Basic Thoughts on security should be made in particular in the project phase. Clear defned 
regulations on this subject are currently not available. 
The operator has one hand to guarantee the safe operation of the snowpark, on the other hand to 
the general safety awareness and appeal the ownership of the target groups. An ideal built jump 
does not guarantee an accident-free driving, as well as the behavior of the driver or the driver of the 
utmost importance. A correct assessment of the Driving speed and an optimum impression or 
bounce help reduce the risk of accidents. So-called "over-or. Under Shots "can be avoided. There 

OBJECTIVE NEED SAFETY-RELATED CONDITIONS

Jump Little Kicker : Jumps, Box, Line Type SMALL

Shafts / wells, Halfpipe

NST
EIGE
R

Basic principle of Slidens Primitives learn Freestyle Clearly / cost

Simple Boxing drive (constant Terrain flat (blue)

Ground contact with the ski / board)

PAR
K-EI

Optimal (simplified) All obstacles / barriers and mobile umfahrbar

schaen learning requirements

As many drive elements Large-capacity, space available

(Number jumps / obstacles per run)

Minimum crash cave

ADVANC
ED

OBJECTIVE NEED SAFETY-RELATED CONDITIONS

jump kicker and Sliden
High frequencies (number jumps per 
run) Line type MEDIUM

More airtime (flight time) Quantity and diversity over quality Correct proportions

Variation of many different 
elements All jibs, jumps, halfpipe Long and steep landing zones

Lif near Clear Runs (no overlapping of

PAR
K-

Lines and landings)

ROU
NDE
R

OBJECTIVE NEED SAFETY-RELATED CONDITIONS

meritocratic If possible visible -> Media Line LARGE and X-LARGE

Higher, further, faster (spectacular) All jibs, jumps, halfpipe in top quality Large-scale systems correctly

PAR
K-

Lif near Clear Runs (no overlapping of

Lines and landings)



are now professional snowpark designer offering trajectory calculations and landing analyzes to 
minimize by optimally-lined jumps the accident risk. 

"There's plenty to plan as one would like, but one factor is always 
unpredictable - the Park visitors themselves Every visitor ultimately 
determines alone how safe it is in the Snowpark on the road and decide by its 
conduct, whether it is land or plunge sure.." 
(Maximilian Kaiser, Managing Director, Schneestern) 

An optimally built Park is still the basis on which rests the safety of all participants. Possi-Liche 
danger zones must be identified and minimized. For example, the risk of collision of the users and 
user when landing the jumps. The signposting and demarcation are in addition to the Pfichten a 
snowpark operator. 
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High flawless products and Obstacles provide the highest possible security. A high Si-curity 
and quality should present especially artificial snow park elements, as incorrectly processed 
obstacles carry a considerable risk of accidents. 
Currently there are already elements with certifed safety and quality standards. 
An example would be an audit by TÜV Süd to guarantee the quality of the obstacles on a 
constant level. Although these are the construction of a snowpark not pre-registered, but it is 
recommended to protect themselves by checking. However, certain Minim Alan requirements 
must be complied with in any case. 

Jib elements should meet the following minimum requirements: 
› Weathering, corrosion-resistant and break-resistant materials must be in the 

construction of 
Elements using fnd. 

› The elements are aligned with one another and form closed structures. It 
rounded, burr-free edges without sharp parts, protruding splinters or screws to 
be used. There must be no holes, where guests threading itself or caught 
could. 

› All accessible edges are seen as a potential danger zone and must be well 
rounded (radius min. 3 mm, preferably 5 mm). 

› Flush connections must exist between the elements such as. For two 
consecutive sliding surfaces, etc. must not exceed the width Seitenfächen 
Höch-least 5 mm For joints. 

› All elements must be closed at the sides and dressed. To prevent ver-hooking 
to, pipe openings must be formed closed (z. B. by welding of metal pins) 

› The elements must be connected stable and with the substrate to be protected 
against displacement, overturning by third parties or strong wind. 

"The end user has full responsibility about the qualitative status of the elements and 
obstacles. It is his fPicht to hedge potential risks and everything is in the range -. To do 
nes possible to evacuate danger zones out of the way " 
(Andreas Kleinlercher, cableway Director Stubai Glacier Railways) 

6. Marketing and Communications 
The marketing and communication of snowparks now goes far beyond a clearly identifiable delineation 
he-in trail map of the ski area. The most important foundation is here a careful "coverage" of the 
snowpark. Knowing how the state of the snowpark is and what it looks like right there, is a top priority for 
many guests. Success can be generated by a target group-specifc website and the integration of media 
from the scene (online, print, forums, inter-active web portals, etc.). In this context, PR & Öffentlichkeits-
work which plays a major role since within the relevant target group broadest possible communication 
should be sought. This includes the collaborations with brands for image transfer of the park. In the 
freeski and snowboard industry, the respective manufacturers have a major infuence on the image of the 
scene. So a cooperation not only provides a fi nancial advantage but can also be an excellent means of 
target group steering. Excellent Remark Maintenance can also be photo and video shootings and 
events, and social media channels / blogs. The different ideas and concepts may arise in the marketing 
and arrive safely at Zielpub-Likum - creativity knows no bounds. 
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"The marketing and communication of a snow parks are key elements for the 
success and profitability of such infrastructures. Professional tools of target 
groups / steering as PR & publicity may not be missing at the present time. " 
(Agency Head 5 Stars GmbH Bernhard Burger) 

 

Phillippe Fragnière, Nike Chosen Sessions Park 

7. Project and interactive solutions 
Optimally, for larger projects during the design phase, a detailed pro jektdokumentation. A survey and 
assessment of the site and the creation of a (3D) Park plan should happen here. This should be done 
necessarily before the first snowfall and are therefore planned in advance. Nowadays you can with 360 ° 
animations get a good picture of the future park, without ever an item is in the field. These animations 
can then be further used for the site - so guests can by over-all make a picture of Snow Park. The 3D 
plan and Kartografe course, are not mandatory. Smaller areas or Small parks are usually cope without 
them. 
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V. Safety Aspects in the construction 
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By using the geographical features of the workload and the need for snow can be greatly reduced 
in the construction of a snow park. There are many ways to take advantage of Harrier-
degegebenheiten such. As ways humps, knolls, gutters or shafts for designing an exit. After 
selecting the optimal location and all the necessary building permits can be started with the 
construction of the snowpark. 

1. Principles for construction 
For Aufau of each item snow should be adequate. If from natuer-union conditions much snow 
is available, it is desirable that rather too much than to work too little snow per element. 
Nevertheless suffice despite use of natural terrain, in rare cases, the existing amounts of snow. 
Often most of the snow is where he will not ge-brainer. Thus can be generally the production 
and processing machinery snow, creating snow depots and shipping - even Snowframing 
genannt- hardly avoid-the. 
Fake Snow has a higher density than natural snow. This can be the compression work which is 
necessary when natural snow avoided. In addition, the snow can be produced directly in the 
desired location in the snowmaking. Thus, the construction of a snowpark with artificial snow 
usually cheaper, despite the costs of the operations of circumcision-ungssysteme. 
However, in the landing area for jumps and jibs of artificial snow can also be due to its 
hardness pieces. Icy landings are an additional factor in road accidents, which should be 
avoided. Optimally, you take artificial snow for the foundation of buildings and covers the upper 
layers and finish with natural snow. 

2. to implement elements 
The construction begins with the sliding of snow for the individual elements of a line. It is essential that 
the correct spacing of the elements observed and a straight line with the help of color or a string is 
marked. This allows the appropriate or optimum rate to be guaranteed between the elements. The 
distance between elements varies depending on the size of each element and, depending on the slope 
of the land. Between two Lines genü-quietly distance must be planned so that the machine Cleaning 
product has sufficient space. 
The flight or movement paths of the driver or drivers to be always called the construction of the plant in 
mind and used for matching. So you can avoid that in-game, the gaps or Tables are built too short. Here 
one should note that it is featured on the move often smaller than they actually are. Also, to fold or too 
close to the element built landing should be avoided - especially behind boxes and rails. 

"The take-off of an element largely depends on the design of the landing. For 
precisely this reason, the construction of the landing must be made in advance. 
Subsequently can Jib elements and a suitable construction of the take-off much 
easier to adapt to the landing. " 
(Bernie Kofer, Headshaper) 
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2.1 jumps 
Jumps differ firstly by their distances (1-30 m and more) as well as by their height. 
The jump (eng. Take off) must be matched to the segment and indicates the direction of air-ground 
before. Bounce and landing angle must be adapted to a uniform trajectory. For the construction of 
normal jumps (step down), the larger (steeper) the bounce angle, the higher the trajectory and the 
steeper the slope the land must be. Conversely, this means that each fold of the bounce, the more 
times the landing slope. The jump can thus the longer and larger turn out ever wider and longer 
landing zone is built. Thus, both the height and the width of the jump must be proportional to the 
landing. 
As unsecured principle is that the landing should be as long as approximately twice the Ta ble. 
With regard to the directions (eng. Inrun) of kickers, the transition is often emotionally planned 
too short. With a longer transition the jump for the driver or the driver is easier and safer. The 
jumps should - if possible - at least one bead width corresponding to facilitate the subsequent 
Pfegeaufwand. 

Phases during Aufau a jump: 

1. Exact axis of the jump and "Knuckle" (transition from table to landing; landing edge) are 
marked by means of rods. 

 

Grafk 1: Safety aspects Kicker 1 

2. At the end of landing a snowbank is postponed. This prevents the snow from slipping down. 
In addition, that can be pushed easily a steep landing. 

 

Grafk 2: Safety Aspects Kicker 2 
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3. The center of the landing edge is marked with poles. From this point, the distance to the 
edge jump (three floors) will be highlighted. 

 

Grafk 3: Safety Aspects Kicker 3 

4. For the jump (eng. Take off) snow is pushed. Markings help here at the orientation. The 
jump must be built in the direction of the two markers that characterize the centerline. The 
landing edge runs parallel to the take-off end. The landing slope should be at least boast 
twice the length as the distance from the jump edge to "Knuckle". 

 

Grafk 4: Safety Aspects Kicker 4 

5. Only when the jump has reached the planned level and the transition is long enough, the 
radius of the transition is formed by plate-intent in the jump. This step requires a lot of 
sensitivity in the forward movement - the shapen. 

 

Grafk 5: Safety Aspects Kicker 5 
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6. A) After the bounce is completed in its crude form, the front and side walls are just tapped. In poor 
visibility, the clear defnition take-off is (Markie-tion of the edges - Colourful withdrawal) beneficial 
and provides additional optically good. 

 

Grafk 6: Safety Aspects Kicker 6 

B)Ideally, the bounce is approximately as wide as the finisher of the machine, which is used 
later for maintenance. To facilitate the daily staining microscope samples of the bounce is 
designed so that a snowcat can pass it. 

7. A) The final step is to finish. Here is important that the finisher when reversing on the 
bounce is exactly on the corner of the bounce-Tables or the terminating edge of the 
Transition abge-sets. Otherwise bounce edge can be destroyed. 

B)The direction of drawing the landing is always from top to bottom. Waves and holes 
should be avoided at all costs, so that the landing like a perfect präpa-tured runway 
looks. 

 

Grafk 7: Safety Aspects Kicker 7 

8. Now the final work by hand begins. Since even the qualifzierteste driver can not build a perfect 
bounce with the bes th snowcat, should the "fine tuning" by hand and by means of a so-called 
Shape tools (see point 4) stattfnden. This is a kind of "snow shovel" which allows ablate thin 
layers of compressed snow to form the bounce FNAL and give him the perfect transition. 

9. This step requires experience in the construction of jumps, but provides a higher quality and 
is more economical because it can be so occasionally waived during maintenance on the 
use of machines. 
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2.2 jibs 
Most jibs have different geometry and therefore also differ measure-allegedly in the way of 
anchoring in the snow. On the basis of the following example may be the Aufau a flat box and thus 
one of the basic elements to understand every snowpark. 
Phases during Aufau a flat box (a jib): 
1. Once a suitable site has been found, a straight line is marked in the fall line with Stö-

bridges. 
 

Grafk 8: Safety Aspects Flat Box 1 

2. Taking into account the markings, a straight snow plateau in the planned length is deferred. The 
dimensions can otherwise be adapted to the existing snow. 

 

Grafk 9: Safety Aspects Flat Box 2 

3. The box is placed in position, if Table and landing are completed. It is important that the box 
is straight and has no lateral inclination. For this purpose, the box must be anchored 
completely in the snow, and the jump should have a minimum width of 1 m. For the driver, 
or the driver easier it is to drive the box closer the bounce in the box is (distance and 
height). The take-off is also provided with a radius or a small transition. 

 

Grafk 10: Safety Aspects Flat Box 3 
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4. If both bounce and Box are, the side walls of snow plateaus are pushed away or ablated 
effected in the same width of the take-off. This allows the box pfegen easier after a snowfall, and 
there are side impact zones. 

 

Grafk 11: Safety Aspects Flat Box 4 

5. The last step is also the finish, which is a machine peeled everything and formed into a 
smooth fnish with better contours. If the landing milled, the fi finisher should be applied as 
close as possible to the end of the box. However, when you bounce the fine work should be 
done by hand. 

 

Grafk 12: Safety Aspects Flat Box 5 

2.3 halfpipes 
Halfpipes in different sizes. The two main differences in height and the associated radius of the 
transition. Consequently, different manufacturers offer different Shape devices. However, the 
Aufau remains the same in the principles. 

Phases in the construction of a pipe: 

1. A) The first step is to postpone two snow Walls (left and right Pipewand). For the overview and 
orientation on the site markings are placed. 

 

Grafk 13: Safety Aspects Halfpipe 1 
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B)Daraufin the two Tables (platforms) are brought to the planned uniform height. So you 
can starting firmly located from the center line, the width of the pipe. Both coping lines 
(upper edges) are drawn with string and laser. Use a chain saw is the Vertical 
(approximately 50cm) - the steep part, which merges into the Transition - sawn along the 
line at an angle of approximately 80 °. 

2. The snow will be in one-meter stage - identical on both sides - pushed out derPipe. 
 

Grafk 14: Safety Aspects Halfpipe 2 

3. These steps can then be gradually removed or can the Pipefräse a transition are formed. 
 

Grafk 15: Safety Aspects Halfpipe 3 
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4. This process is repeated several times. Here, the hiring of Pipefräse in specified by the Her-
steller angle must be. In the final step, the two Tables (platforms), as well as the flat of the 
pipe will be deducted. 

 

Grafk 16: Safety Aspects Halfpipe 4 

"Film projects in freestyle winter sports, which are also implemented repeatedly in 
professional snowpark befnden now cover so such a high level that they are barely 
able to implement without professional planning. This includes an accurate 
calculation and analysis of the jumps. On the one hand, there is provided for the 
safety of the athletes, but also so that everything is at the movies as soon as 
possible. "(Tobi Reindl, professional freeskiers) 

2.4 Construction of related facilities 
Congeners infrastructures such as cross-sections, or Funslopes Kids Snow parks are ver-
increasingly in combination with snowparks implemented as a fun & Action deal in ski resorts. In 
general-think the same structural principles apply here as in the implementation of snow parks. 
Especially the Aufau of children areas or Funslopes can at least be implemented on the same 
principle here. Should be addressed professional the subject but, especially in terms of cross-
sections, you should hire professional snowpark designer. 

3. Labelling and Marking 
After all structural arrangements of the snow parks were completed, it must be ensured that all 
drivers and riders about the rules and risks of use of the plant have been resolved on-. It 
recommends itself to all access orange snowpark panels - Smart Style - establish. 
Snow parks include the heading of special systems, and thus should be specially marked. The 
color orange is used for the marking and identification, and thus stands out from the classic 
ski-colors - blue, red, black - from. 

"The safety of all participants must always be the priority. Through the proper construction 
and maintenance of snow parks, as well as communicating the behavior control, the 
operator can do their Pficht and maintain the security. " 
(Dirk Scheu, managing director, Schneestern) 
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Some points to note when the mark: 

› The park entrance is marked by physical means and is otherwise separate 
from nor-paint runway operation. 

› Small elements must, if the situation so requires, be separated from 
medium- and large-Ele-ments and identified. 

› It must be made clear whether the park is open or closed. The label may be 
best effected by a pennant or networks. 

› Barriers or markings highlight the interfaces in the park. 
› Orientation boards and brochures can be helpful to users Transfer on-stuffs, 

whether it is a snowpark terrain for beginners, intermediate or advanced. 
Snowpark information panels: 

› ownership 
› Validity of the FIS rules 
› Snow Park rules 
› Recommendations for the use of protective equipment (protectors, helmet) 
› Emergency number of mountain rescue service 

4.materials 
Due to the dynamic development of the snowpark Also the equipment has adapted to the 
construction and now offers a variety of innovative devices such as Shape detours and rakes, 
which go beyond the original blades. With these devices, both working in soft and hard snow is 
possible. Artificial items such as boxes and rails require out minimum-requirement of materials 
(Checklist Appendix). Transportable and modular systems, however, are of considerable 
advantage, since they can be continually adapted and rebuilt during the construction. Ideally, the 
elements are so light that they can be carried by two people and can be stored easily and platzspa-
rend. 
 

Shape Tool, Kaspars-Daļeckis 
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5. Examples of a pattern Snowparks 
This guide is primarily used in the implementation of smaller stations in the "Small" a 
snowpark. The following examples are meant to give a first impression of how such a park 
could look like. 

 

Elephant, Gastein, Park shooting, Daniel Ausweger, QParks 
 

Elephant, Kaunertal 
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Snowpark Nesselwang, Park overview, 5 Stars GmbH 
 

Small Park, Snow Star, Piz Sella 
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Small Park Overview 
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VI. Safety Aspects 
during operation 

 

VI. 
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The success of a snowpark is decisively dependent on the prevailing conditions throughout the season. 
A special emphasis falls on the situation of security, Maintenance and maintenance. A concrete scheme 
of responsibilities and respective task areas should be coordinated in advance per active from the 
mountain railway operators. In addition, a written arrangement between mountain railway operators and 
park managers should be made. 

"Even a snowpark should be well maintained! In addition to the preparation of 
the normal slopes a daily monitoring and improvement of the park should be on 
the agenda of the cable cars or park ranger. " 
(Heli Herdt, sports director Ski Cross & Freeski, German Ski Association) 

1. security concerns from the perspective of the operator 
After the plant was completed shaped on, it can be opened. Open questions in terms of 
responsibility should be clarified at this point: If this is the ski patrol over-taken, the shaper or 
even someone from the local ski / snowboard school are responsible. Care should be taken to 
the fact into consideration that shapers are in small ski pos-MAY NOT site daily. 
To secure the equipment for everyday use, a continuous monitoring of the Park, states should be. 
Possible trajectory changes in the jumps have to be recognized, the quality of jumps and landings must 
be ensured, etc. From experience, it is desirable that to ask such and similar considerations daily and 
can be logged by the competent shapers (see checklist Appendix). In addition, should considerations of 
rescue dispositive (SOS station, emergency procedures, helipad, etc.) are taken by park operators. 

"It recommends to create maintenance reports on any incidents. Clean guided 
protocols help an overview of the state park but also on special events such as 
accidents and damage to keep them. " 
(Michael Sonneberg, snowpark designer) 

The following points should be implemented, inter alia: 

› Marking the elements (jumps, landings, coping the pipe, banked curves, etc.) in poor 
visibility or fog with flags, brush or paint 

› Closure of the plant with continuing bad weather, fog, low visibility, snow fall, strong winds 
or maintenance. According the Verkehrssicherungspficht 

, Mandatory to include a system for maintenance, which integrate a milling 
machine. 

› A website or a social media channel as a source of information to find out 
the current state of the park. 

2.Maintenance and servicing 
An investment in poor condition is not only a source of danger, but also makes them un-interesting 
for the user. Therefore, equipment should be serviced and well maintained across the entire 
season. Particularly plants with heavy frequenting require a high degree of Cleaning product and 
service (Reshape). The maintenance must always be carried out conscientiously and seriously to 
avoid fatal consequences. The use of special equipment and machinery, as well as the full-on 
Integrati in the time management of daily Pistenpräperation is essential to ensure the ideal state of 
a system. During race conditions or other events may apply to additional-maintenance. 
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"A tip for all Shaper: The easiest way to edit the morning snow. So it is fresh and 
soft and provides the perfect base for up of shaping. " 
(Nejc Kralj, head shaper) 

Typically, a trained team for Shape Cleaning product and maintenance of the plant during the season is 
responsible. Not only the removal of the jumps and their journeys and landings falls under the remit of 
the shaper, but also the general security of the park (damage, signage, fencing, wear). Handicrafts with 
special shape tools can also be done during operation. To ensure the quality and safety of the park, it is 
strongly recommended to use trained and experienced personnel. 

The following points should be implemented, inter alia: 
› Ejecting amounts of new snow or snowdrift accumulations 
› Withdrawing the landing zones (removal of hard ice) 
› Machine and manual filling of holes or extended positions in start, off and 

landing 
› Adjustments and changes to a plant. 
"Maintenance or conversion work should be treated with some caution. While the 
machine to the Snowparkgeländefbenden, should the equipment blocked whoever - the. 
Only smaller handicrafts the closure of individual elements is sufficient. " 
Samuel Dürr, project manager Snowpark Montafon 

The quality of the jumps and jibs must be maintained at a constant level of Ni on the entire season. 
This is done most easily if one puts the same care as in Aufau the day. These individual steps of 
Aufaus such. As to the withdrawal of the landing or the preparation of the transition periodically be 
repeated. Often here fnd a combination of the work place with a groomer and handwork. 
 

Snow Star, Livigno Overview 
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3. Legal Aspects 
3.1 Responsibility / liability in an accident 
Reckless driving behavior in snow parks or inadequately secured systems not only increase 
the risk of accidents, they can also attract criminal and civil consequences in case of 
emergency. 
Criminally here are primarily negligence offenses in the foreground, in particular negligent bodily 
injury (§ 229 Penal Code) or manslaughter (§ 222 Penal Code). The negligence is defned 
according to § 276 para 2 BGB) as follows:. "Negligent acts who makes the necessary care into 
account." Thus always requires a conviction for an offense negligence among other 
Sorgfaltspfichtsverletzung. The or the defendant must also be a natural person, eg. As a shaper or 
a snow sports or a -sportlerin. 
Civil consequences are the Haftpficht or damages. In Germany, the general rule is that in an 
accident the or the injured party must bear the damage himself, except for the damage to be 
passed on to a Ersatzpfichtigen under specific circumstances. The focus of the investigation of 
Ersatzpfichtigen is the fault. Under fault is defined as the sub-jective Vorwerfarkeit an unlawful act 
of a guilty person capable. There is a distinction between intent and negligence. When an accident 
is not self-inflicted, the debt-ner has under §278 BGB fault of his legal representative and the 
person to whom he uses to fulfill its obligations to the same extent as its own fault. 
The use of snow parks and man-made jumps involves a higher hazard potential than the traditional 
driving on snow-fold pad. The snowpark users Discovering a snowpark, at its should be aware of 
and consequently a greater risk appetite have compared with traditional snow athletes or -
sportlerinnen. Je-but an increased level of skill, body control and technique is also demanded. 
Accidents due to negligence, carelessness or overconfidence, can not be passed on to others. 
Ultimately, each case must be considered individually. Specific circumstances may infuence a 
decision-dung significantly, so that one can say with certainty in advance never whether and 
who to civil after an accident and / or has to be criminal liability. 

3.1.1 The principle of ownership 
the principle of self-responsibility As with most sports and skiing and snowboarding - whether on the 
snow sports downhill or in snow parks. The snow sports or -sportlerin shall be primarily self-responsibility 
for the risks he or she wants to go for a downhill and can cope. Everyone must take care of its security 
and the inherent risks of the sport to be aware of their own responsibility. In case of an accident in a 
snowpark in principle be borne by the person concerned, the responsibility themselves. Only under 
certain circumstances, other snow sports or -sportlerinnen or those responsible for the Betrei-
berunternehmens be prosecuted for an accident and its consequences. . Conceivable this example 
would be after a collision between two persons or insufficient maintenance, control and labeling of the 
plant by the responsible of the operating company ( 'the Snowpark operators). 
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3.1.2 Sorgfaltspfichten the Park User 
As a benchmark for careful and responsible behavior called were "FIS rules for skiers and snowboarders" 
created. The ten rules of conduct of the International Ski Federation (10 FIS rules for skiers and 
snowboarders) have set themselves the objective of creating conditions to prevent accidents as well as the 
parties economically involved in the sport pay haf-tung legal Pfichten (current version 2002). Who uses special 
systems such as Snow Parks and pipes, must follow the FIS rules. They are binding in accordance with court 
practice. 

Schools and clubs can order free of charge from the German Ski Federation leaflets and 
posters with the FIS rules. 
Increased ownership of Snow Park users and users is provided. Someone causing an accident, 
which arose due to the disregard of the FIS rules of conduct, must reckon with both civil and 
criminal consequences. 

3.1.3 responsibility and liability risk of Snowpark operator 
Snowpark operators subject as cable cars and ski lift operators of so-called Verkehrssi-
cherungspficht. Verkehrssicherungspfichtig is anyone who creates or maintains, a matter 
dominated, which could be dangerous for others or those who expose dangerous things for general 
traffic or bringing into circulation a hazard. The basis is the general behav-tens commanded to 
harm anyone or to hurt. Whoever creates a danger to others or maintains, for example, by the 
operation of a snow parks is verpfichtet, all reasonable precautionary-measures taken to ensure 
that no damage may arise. 
Snowpark operator must therefore take the neces-ended and reasonable security precautions 
because of the general Verkehrssicherungspficht. Accordingly snow parks must be created 
and maintained, that no defects are present and the security of each Benut-dec or each user is 
guaranteed at all times. If this is not the case, the Snowpark operators for accidents may be 
held liable. 
For example, should be clearly separated from the Snowsport Runs and gekennzeich-net 
snowparks. In the event of an accident can pull both criminal and civil penalties for the 
operator to be a defective condition of the snowpark. Nevertheless, the user groups of their 
responsibility to be aware of. 

minimize liability risks 3.2 
The liability risks that are associated with the operation of a snow parks, can not be completely 
closed off. By operating the safest possible investment and conscientious consideration of the 
maintenance and Sicherheitspfichten but these risks can be reduced. This includes creating a 
security posture. 
There are no legal requirements that a snowpark may only be established by trained snowpark 
farmer. In creating and operating a snow park, it is however recommended to the operator to 
hire a team of experts to guarantee the expertise and the necessary knowledge. 
After opening a snowpark regular checks are essential. These include over-examination of 
markings and signals, as well as the recognition of atypical dangers that necessitate special-
reaching measures or maintenance work. As regards the risk of eliminating or Sicherungspfichtige 
is verpfichtet only in the context of the economic reasonableness. It recommends to the danger 
point not be outside of this scope, to eliminate immediately or provi-sorisch secure and to make 
possibly even inaccessible. If the basis of specific conditions (eg. B. topografscher, atmospheric 
conditions, visitor frequency) is to assume that the snowpark could have changed and is now 
insecure, controls are essential. 
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How these safeguards have to look specifically, can not be universally described-ben. They depend on 
the circumstances, and will depend on several factors Fak-off, as the location and nature of the plant 
and the site, the user frequency, 
Weather etc. 
Decisive is also the reasonableness of security arrangements for the Snowparkbetrei-ber. This 
depends on its fi nancial, technical and human resources. 
It is advisable to take out Haftpfichtversicherung which the Snowpark operators covered and 
thus the risks of a snowpark-operation to compensate for damages. 
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VII. Appendix 
 

VII. 
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CHECKLISTEPLANUNGUNDR EALISIERUNGEINESSNOW PA RKS 
 

PL
A
N
NI
N
G

C
O
N
C
E
PT 
PL
A
N

A
DV
A
N
C
E
D 
C
O
N
C
E
PT

WHERE: SITE SELECTION exposition (Southern orientation ideal for small farms)

Slope and natural forms

accessibility (Lifanlagen, travel time)

WHAT: SCOPE OF PARKS Approximate number artificial / natural objects and their Difficulty

Availability of additional personnel expenses?

Additional Restaurationsbetrieb?

WHO: DISTRIBUTION OF 
TASKS Roles lifts and external experts (Planning, marketing, Aufau and maintenance)

HOW: FINANCING Cost Bergbahnen, sponsorship monies

SET UP Park Plan / Sketch Park

Audience Wheelchair Aufau and distribution of Obstacles

«Functioning» Runs / Lines: rhythm and security



STATUS 

OK 
OK 
OK 

OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 
OK 

Snow quantity calculation

Inventory, Anscha ments (Rails, boxes, jibs and tools)

season planning

timeline (Revisions, snow, Aufau, Events)

resource planning (Needed snow machines, machine and man hours)

Elaboration of the security concept

SEASON PREPARATION logistics

Depot for unused obstacles, tools, tools and other park-material

Deployment plans for machinists and shapers

clarify responsibilities (Maintenance, daily parking release)

safety concept

signalization (Snowpark Rules, barriers)

Supply and Wegfahrt Rescue Service (Possibly helipad) to ensure



 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

snowparks 

SPONSORSHIP / 
FUNDRAISING create portrait / concept of the project, draw up sponsorship concept OK

Contact Potential Partners OK

MAR
KETI
NG

MARKETING Web appearance / your website OK

Social Media (Facebook, etc.) OK

Park Guides, web forums of the scene, tourism sites, etc. OK

Magazines and other media OK

Flyers, Stickers, etc. OK

News, make photos as soon as possible available online OK

RE
AL
IZA
TI
ON

PREPARATION OF OBSTACLES Repair / restoration of existing obstacles

Shopping and transport of new obstacles

branding (Stickers, templates, color)

POSITIONING SNOW CANNONS Sufficient production to required locations

Possibly Scheduling reserves(Subsequent snow production depending on the area / environment 
problematic)

PARK CONSTRUCTION (CA. 3-5 
DAYS) ensure availability

2-3 machines for rough construction (1-2 days), Then 1 machine

Designer / shaper and shaper 2-3

rough work

Machine clearing snow and forms of tables and jibs

Sufficient length of Tables and sufficient steepness and length of the landings

(Even with jibs!) check

Ask the jumps, rails, boxes and jibs

(In transition, bounce angle and height matched to Schwierigkediutsnggrad and landing)

fine work

Jumps and jibs off and stab, prepare narrow bounces manually
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CHECKLISTEPLANUNGUNDU NTERHA LT A SNOW PA RKS 
 

 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

 

Routi
ne 
RES
HAP
E, 
CAR
E 

Mech
anical 
work: 
prepa
ring 
the 
daily 
landin
gs 
and 
take-
offs if 

PL
A
N
NI
N
G

COMMUNICATION AND PROCEDURES
STATU
S

resource planning

Deployment plans for machinists OK

Schedules Shaper OK

clarify responsibilities

Small / large reshapes OK

Security checks, daily parking release OK

create contact lists for mountain railways and shapers OK

SPECIAL EVENTS

Exceptional / Additional Reshape Requirements (Before the event)

Plan to Do adjustments to the setup / terrain

(Z. B. audience platform Judgetable etc.) OK

Possibly special / additional equipment / devices(Chain saw, snow blowers, etc.) OK

resource planning (Additional equipment and personnel expenses) OK

Other additional requirements

material (Electricity, technology, radio, etc.) OK

MAR
KETI
NG

Webaufritt (Own website, social media, etc.)

information (News, Pictures, Videos) the current status possible

make available promptly OK

Magazines and other media

Advertising, reports OK

RE
AL
IZ
AT
IO
N



requir
ed 
Inrun
s (If 
large 
enough
) 
Norm
al 
condit
ions 
in the 
eveni
ng, 
with 
snow 
at 
night / 
morni
ng 

Manu
al 
work: 
as 
requir
ed 
fine-
tuning 
of 
bounc
es; at 

Normal conditions in the evening, with snow in the morning 

Park released: morning by shaper and / or mountain railways (According to 
agreement) 

Signs, barriers, nets and pads are installed as planned 

All snowpark elements are accessible intact and without undue risk 
(Unevenness in Driving / Landing damage etc.) Jumps and jibs off and stab, 
prepare narrow bounces manually 

UM U ND REMOVAL SETUPS 

availability (Machinery and Shaper) to ensure 

AB U ND DEMOLITION OF SETUPS 

Remove Not more mobile objects collide Kicker 

logistics 

Summer camp for rails, boxes and jibs 

Removal BEFORE snowmelt 

waste (On site and in the workshop), Clearance Depot 

Storage and redelivery of promotional materials (Flags, banners, etc.) 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 
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Vets GLICHESNOW PA RK KO NTROLLE 

 
NAME SNOWPARK: YES NO 

1 Smart Style panel is placed visible and not obscured with snow or ice 

2 The snowpark elements have no dangerous roughness or damage and are set up correctly 

2A If not: Which Obstacle? 

What's broken? 

What action will ergrien? 

Location repaired? 

Park closed? 

3 

4 

5 

5A 

6 

Safety nets are set up and adapted to the snow conditions 

Barriers are erected and the snow conditions adapted (Small of other separately) 

Safety pads are positioned and adapted to the snow conditions 

If not: Why? 

What has been done everything in the park? 

closing day 

Reshape 

Changes / remodeling: What? 

7 

7A 

8th 

9 

9A 

Check and performed by: 

1. Control: Time 

2.Control: Time 

Date: day / month / year 

Conditions: 

Weather: snow / sun / fog / rain 

Wind: calm / easy / medium / hard 

Visibility: good / di us / bad / Fog 

injuries: 

If so: Where in the park? 

As? 

When? Time: 

Personal information: Ski / Snowboard / Male / Female / Age 

10 Unterschrif 

New snow: cm

Temperature: ° C (average)
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Snow blackboard Schneestern 
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VIII. Glossary 
 

VIII. 
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Air 
Jumping a hurdle 

starting range 
Space which is required to access or approach to an obstacle or jump for the park user or -
benutzerin 

Directions / inrun 
Start on the jump 

Banks 
Banked curves 

Big Air 
"Big Jump", while the name of a competition discipline in snowboarding 

boardercross 
See Cross 

Bonken 
Short touching, groping of artificial elements 

box 
Obstacle with wider Aufagefäche for longitudinal or transverse slides 

cliffdrops 
Leap that carried down by a rock 

Contest 
International Designation for competition 

coping 
Top edge of the pipe, where platform and Vertical meet 

Cross 
Boardercross (snowboard cross, SBX or Boar- whereinX called) and ski cross are a betting 
battle form, in which a group of at least four people managed to today an ex-trackside 
simultaneously. 

Fahrfäche 
If any part of the fun park, which is not an obstacle or for Obstacle belonging Dropping or 
landing superficy. 

finisher 
The finisher is attached to the tiller of the piste vehicle and ensures that smoothing the slopes. 

Freeski 
Designation for free style or expression (Freestyle) of skiing 

Freestyle 
"Free Style" in the freestyle discipline of snow sportsman / sportswoman snow brings his / her 
Creativity expressed 
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Funpark 
See Snowpark 

Gleitfäche 
Represents the actual Nutzfäche each Rails constitute from a sporting perspective. 

halfpipe 
The Halfpipe is constructed from snow sports facility in the form of a halved in the longitudinal 
axis, upwardly open tube (of English helped and pipe. Half tube). 

Halfpipe Competition 
In halfpipe competitions it comes to provide the skills in the halfpipe proof. Various tricks of the 
driver or the driver performs in a "Run" to alternatively on-the Walls. 

inrun 
See access 

Jibbing (also shred Sliden) 
slide over obstacles 

jibs 
Jib elements (short jibs) are artificial (not created from snow) obstacles. 

jumps 
Generic term for all types of jumps 

kicker 
English word for hill. Colloquially kicker is often only used. 

Knuckle 
Transition from table to landing 

Line 
A Line defned by consistent obstacles in terms of the degree of difficulty in a 
Snowpark. 

obstacles 
Generic term for all occurring in funparks obstacles, regardless of materials, Geome-triene, 
size and intended use 

Over- / Under Shots 
If someone or not far enough (not on the table) jumps too far (on the landing out). 

platform 
Oberer, common edge of a halfpipe 

quarterpipe 
A natural or artificial tube Quarter 

Rail 
Round or multiple metal railing (tube) for Sliden, usually bent into different shapes 
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Rail / Jib Contest 
There are next slopestyle competitions where the jibs are häufg part of the Line, also pure Rail or Jib 
Contest. Häufg fnd such events in cities instead and are therefore also City 
Events called. 

run 
With a run (to German Running) is meant a drive through the snow park. 

Shaper 
Also Park Farm. The shaper is usually part of a whole shape team that appears responsible for 
Cleaning product and maintenance of the snowpark. 

Shape tool 
Special tool for manual Cleaning product from snowpark elements of snow 

Shredding (also jibbing, Sliden) 
slide over obstacles 

security area 
Space around a obstacle, which is necessary for safety of the user groups and by third parties. Si 
cherheitsbereiche particular the starting range and the camber and Landefächen. 

ski cross 
See Cross 

Sliden (also jibbing, shred) 
slide over obstacles 

Slopestyle 
Form of competition for skiers or -fahrerinnen and snowboarders. Here an obstacle course is 
at least two lines pass through different obstacles in a continuous run and evaluated by a jury. 

Slowslopes 
Speed restrictions slopes for beginners and connoisseurs 

Small-Medium-Large 
The classification Small, Medium and Large is primarily due to the size and the Risikopo-
tentials of the individual elements. 

Smart Style Concept 
Smart style comes from North America and has more than one signs. The information is based 
on evidence and not on rules and thus arrives at the target group. Smart Style appel-upon the 
individual responsibility of the visitor groups and takes all car designers the highest possible 
freedom in designing the snowpark facilities. 

Snowfarming 
This is among other things the production and processing machinery snow, creating 
Schneede-pots and the shipment meant. 

Snowpark 
Snowpark, also Funpark or terrain park called, is an umbrella term for snowpark terrain in 
winter sports areas, such as slopestyle park with jumps, jibs (artificial elements), Half- and 
quarter pipes and cross-sections. 
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Table 
Piece between landing and take-off 

grope 
Short Touch / Bonken of artificial elements 

Terrain Park 
See Snowpark 

transition 
This is the concave curved part of a Fahrfäche, z. B. the rounding in a pipe or in the Driving with a 
jump. It is characteristic of a transition that increased acceleration acts vertically to Fahrfäche on 
the driver or the driver when traveling through this area. 

Tricks (Grabs, spins, flips) 
Freestyle figures, which are usually carried out during the flight phase. Under Grabs means 
the gripping and holding of the snow sports equipment. Pins are rotations about the vertical 
axis of the body. Flips are rotations about the lateral or depth axis of the body. 

paneling 
Side and shock lining of Rails. The fairing no Nutzfäche from a sporting perspective and serves 
only the lateral end of the rails to reduce the risk of injury. 

Vertical (Vert) 
Almost vertical section of a wall with halfpipes or quarterpipes 

Wu-Tang 
Very steep, jump like obstacle in a cross 
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